
DIARY – UNIT 58 ASSIGNMENT 3 – DVD MENU DESIGN. 
23/11/2015 

AIM: 

Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client – Set the reviews, feedback ass 

2, Start assignment 3. 

EVIDENCE: 

Today I started my diary, I then 

copied the ILP and altered a few 

dates, I then added the client 

reviews on the brief. I then 

created the sources doc. 

I relooked at the client 

requirements, to spark my 

memory, this is so I know what I need to cover. 

I then started my project in Director the size 

needs to be 1024 X 768 and they need to be set as classic. 

I then imported the background and then placed the logo on top I then added the information. I then 

imported the user instructions 

Learnt: 

Today I completed the first page with designs. I will start next time by adding the 

navigation.  

24/11/15 

Aim:Login, check emails, brief, folder, use shared and Moodle for help if needed, 

create my project, edit a video. 

Evidence:Today I changed the videos from 3- 4 mins to about 25 to 30 

seconds. As this was in the requirements. Then I did the start on the contents 

page. I also did the home/ opening page. 

Learnt:I learnt how to crop a video. I then also learnt how to fix the problems 

on the videos. 

 

25/11/15 

Aim: Login, 

check 



emails, brief, folder, use shared and Moodle for help if needed, I will create my project. 

Evidence: Today I started off by printing out a thing for my 

storyboard, then I created the images for the contents page.From 

this I then could create some more of the work. 

I started off today with only 2 images on the contents page, I 

then imported the others aswell. Then I made sure that they all 

where alligned properly, and then imported the bruno picture. 

I also made sure the timeline looked good as it was a bit messy. 

In my storyboards I said that I had the nav buttons in the middle 

top. But I have changed it to the top left as I need space to put 

the title in still. 

I then used photoshop to create the title text, first you create an 

elipese and click on the outline to type text in. From this type in 

what you want, and add the colours and effects. Then finally you 

move the text where you want it, after this click on the circle layer 

and delete it. Then crop down the background. 

Once I had done this I then added it to the product and then moved it around. From this I added the text 

at the bottom of each. 

 

  



Learnt: Today I learnt that I needed to collect some of my assets before, I spent not enough time creating 

the project, whereas I could be creating the project. 

Aim: Login, check emails, breif, folder, shared, moodle, work on 

product, have client review. 

Evidence: Today I started the lesson by fixing Photoshop settings as 

something didn’t work. Then I had my client review. I 

then did the improvements to make it look good.  I then 

inputted the white text underneath.  I then started on the 

next page, I won’t be doing the navigation yet as I will 

leave the last few lessons to do that. 

To make the page I will first get the background on it and 

then resize it. From this I added the arrows and resized 

them. From this I added the home and close 

buttons.From this I added the text at the top. 

After this I needed to add the video, I did this and then I 

added a rectangular box behind as if it has a boarder. I 

used two ontop of each other.Then I added the video controls underneath. These will be coded/scripted 

at a later point. I then added the logo. I will come back at another point to make the rollover.  

I also managed to create another page, I then  

Learnt:I need to speed things up as I feel like I am behind. I learnt that you can copy and paste sprites. 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the lesson the computer decided not to 

save, then I didn’t have enough space on my hard drive. 

27/11/15 



AIM: Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client. I want to complete at 

least 3 pages today. 

Learnt: In the last lesson I found that I had some problems with saving the work. I then spent the first 

lesson of the day fixing it. This means that I am still up to date. I spent the first 20 mins getting my 

assignment 3 up to date and printing it off. But then after I got on and did the work.  

I used the same template to create them. First I make the nav buttons and add the title.From this I then 

add the boarder for the page, using Ctrl+C and then Ctrl+V. Then I imported the video and then I croped it 

down to the right size. I then from this I added the button controls and the logo.  

I then repeated this for the other pages.I figured a wway to get the pages to look the same, this was by 

copying the sprites and pasting them. This meant that they looked very simular. This made my time more 

easier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I then started on the Bruno page. For this I started off by 

adding the nav controls. I then added the title, logo and 

text. The text is messed up; it won’t look like this when it 

has been exported. I have done all the pages, I need to add 

it the picture and then I need to code the buttons. 

 

Learnt: I learnt that you can copy the sprites, this can save a lot of time when making the product. 

 

 

30/11/15 



Aim:Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client. Today with the double 

session I will complete the navigation. 

Learnt: Today I started the lesson of by fixing the text as last 

time the text didn’t display properly.I then added the spotify, 

itunes and google play rollover. On every page. 

From this I added the “go to the frame” so that when you went 

on a page it will stop and wont go on. 

After this I took one page at a time and sorted out the navigation. With the first 

page I added the close button script and I then added the logo 

button so it works. 

I did this only for the close, arrow back and arrow back for the 

project. The the arrow buttons work correctly. I then did the home 

button script.Which was fairly easy as you just drag the “Go to frame 

X button”. 

After this I had done the navigation buttons in the 

corner. I then started on page selection page. I 

then added the navigation on the images, this 

made the navigation to work. 

Learnt: I learnt that leaving a whole lesson to make 

all the navigation work out, this meant that I could 

test everything properly. 

 

 

 

 

Aim: Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client, I want to complete the 

navigation and do the controls today. 



Evidence:Today I started off by having a client liaison, I then did the improvements to 

my work. They suggested that I should add a contents button on each page. After this I 

made sure that all the navigation worked. I then 

started doing the controls for my video pages. I did 

the play and stop buttons on each as I found they 

were easy to do.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also made a contents page button and stuck it on every video page 

and on the artist info page.I made this in photoshop as I used it for 

everything else. 

I completed adding the button controls, I just couldn’t fix the problem 

with the mute button. I will try next lesson to fix this problem. 

Learnt: Today I leant that I need to leave a whole 2 lessons to sort out the navigation. 

 

1/12/15 

Aim:Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client, I want 

to complete my project final touches and then fix the buttons. 

Evidence: Today I realized that you can’t add a mute button on the video, so I will 

change it so it rewinds back to the start. First I will create a rewind button in 

Photoshop. Which made it look great, I then deleted the old mute button on each 

page. I then imported the rewind button to the library. I then dragged it onto the 

timeline, from this I resized it on the stage. I then used the copy and paste shortcut to 

get it on to the other pages.  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

I then did the scripting so that it worked. I then made sure that it fully 

worked. 

When I created my storyboards I didn’t know that I couldn’t add mute on a 

video, I had to change this to a rewind so it still as some sort of a working 

controls other than play and stop.  

Once I had fully made sure it had worked I tiyded up my diary and I then made sure that it had saved. 

Learnt:  Today I found out that I can’t add a mute button as there isn’t any script for it. 

 

2/12/15 

Aim:Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client, fully complete project. 

Evidence:  Today I found out how to fix the text on the “about bruno” page, all I needed to do was to fix 

the spacing. Which was in the right hand corner. After this I did the legal and ethical document, about any 

legal problems I will find. 

Learnt: I learnt how to fix the text spacing. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2/12/15 

Aim: Login, check emails, folder, 

brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client and to complete 

my legal and ethical. 

Evidence:  

Learnt: about classifications. 

 

 

4/12/15 

Aim: Login, check emails, folder, brief, sources doc, start ass 3, laise with client, deadline for ass 3, publish 

my document, make some screenshots, update and publish for weebly. 

Evidence: Today I have made a screenshot file of what my product is like. I then made a publish file and 

published my doc. 

Learnt; that the last lesson can be chaotic 



 

 

UPDATES 
 

Once I had my assignment 3 feedback, I then started to fix the problems that had occurred throughout. 

The feedback I got and needed to change was the contents button. They suggested that I go back and 

delete the contents page button and change the code on the home button, this will make the home 

button go to the contents page. This process was easy enough to do in a sort space of time.Once the code 

was done I made sure that it worked properly. I then did this process on each page and made sure that it 

worked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The next bit of feedback was that I need to add some kind of animation on the About Bruno page. I 

choose to get a few images and then I could add a ‘Cycle graphic’ animation.  

So once I had found the images I saved them to my computer, then once I had 

done this imported them on the timeline so they were together. I then dragged 

the ‘cycle graphic’ on top and selected the ones I wanted. From this I now have a 

rollover animation. Once I had done this I tested it to make sure it worked.  

 

 



 I then got rid of the download now tet. From this I published it again so it can be remarked 


